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A NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF MORPHOLOGICAL 
PROCESSES FOR A NAVIGATION CHANNEL 
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SUMMARY. The finite difference method was applied to simulate the morphological processes 

for a. navigation channeL Mathematical equations were based on the SUTRENCH and PROFILE 

models proposed by L. C. van Rijn. The difficulties of treatment for bed boundary conditions were 

overcame flexibly by using the interpolation functions with high accuracy. The results obtained 

showed that the simulation is very suitable and able to be applied to practice problems. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The morphological process is a popular phenomenon happening in rivers, estuaries and coastal 
regi_ons, especially in environments with a predominant suspended load. According to Ida Bro
ker Hedegaird et al. [2] that is the interaction between hydrodynamic conditions and bed level 
evolution. This problem has been interesting several scientists in the world. Up to now there are 
many mathematical models for this [7L but the model in which the turbulence of flow is taken 
into account, may be more suitable. Knowledge on this process is really necessary because several 
studies in practice are required, such as harbour project, in which the rate of sedimentation in the 
navigation channel may be one of the most important economic aspects, and can be the parameter 
that fin·ally decides the optimal location of the harbour. 

2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

Using the assumptions of the quasi-steady flow, the longitudinal diffusion term being neglec
ted in comparision with the vertical diffusion term and the one of unsteady concentration be
mg relatively small in relation to the others, the system of equations describing sediment How 
perpendicular to channel axis are as follows [5-6) 

u = A 1 u,In(zjz0 ) + u, (1- A 1hln(h/z0 )) (2ry'- ry 2
') 
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in which u, w are the time-averaged fluid velocities in x, z direction, respectively, ZJ, the bed level 
with respect to horizontal datum, Z height above bed (z = Z + z1,) , uh Row velocity at water 
surface (z =h), z0 zero-velocity level (z!J = o·.03k .• ), k .• effective roughness height) h·water depth, 
b the width of the flow, TJ = (z ~ z(l)/(h- zu), A 1 )r dimensionless variables to determine, c the 
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time-averaged sediment volume concentration, w .• the particle fall velocity, e, t.he secli1nent. !llixing 

coefficient, t the t.ime, p the porosity of bed material, and s,., 8/, the cross sect.ion-ltltegrated 
suspended load and bed load transports, respectively. The suspended load transport is definPd as 

Zt.+h 

s,, = b J ucdz (2.5) 

Zt,+'l 

in which a is the reference lev€)i and the bed load transport is det.erminNl by a stochastic function 
proposed by van Rijn [5-6[: 

y2.1 

0 lb( A )"·'dl.5 m s,, = . ug ::,o D~ 3 (2.6) 

with 
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where D .. is the dimensionless diameter of particle, d5o and d90 the particle diameters of bed 
material, C' the Chezy coefficient related to grains, 6. the relative density, v the kinematic viscosity 
coeffi~ient, a 1 the standard deviation of bed-shear stress (after van .Rijn a 1 = 0.41 with 1 is 

.· '·ll '·(J 

effective bed-shear stress at x = 0), 1, the time-averaged bed-shear stress, n.cr.l and r1,.<:r,Z the 
instantaneous critical bed-shear stress in and against How direction, respectively, r1\',,,.,. the mean 
critical bed shear stress at a horizontal bed according to Shields, ¢ the angle of internal friction, 
u the_ bed slope angle, and U is the depth-averaged fluid velocity in x direction. 

The formula {2.1} was obtained by L.C. van Rijn on the base of Coles' result (1965) for 
determination of the velocity profile in -nonuniform flow. As it depends on three unknown variables 
A 1,r,uh, so three more equations are needed to close the system of equations. They are 

-1 + In ( h / z0 ) = -;-:--;;-:---;:--c:-3ccr::c+c:-':1 -c::---;::--:c~ 
ln(O.Sh/zu) (2r2 + 3r+ 1)[2(0.5)'- (0 . .5)2'[ 

"'0.16r2
- 0.29r + 1.02 
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with 

g
0

·
5 ln(h/zo)= = Q 

u1., = "c u, u = bh, C = 18log(12h/k .• ) 

a 1 = 0.28 + 0.11 tanh (6(dhjdx)- 0.15) 

a 2 = 0.235 + 0.065tanh (17(dhjdx- 0.035)) 

a3 = 0.1 tanh ( lOdb / dx) 

in which eq.(2.7) is the continuity equation, eq.(2.8) r parameter equation established by using the 
equilibrium mid-depth velocity of logarithmic distribution in eq.(2.1L eq.(2.9) the water surface 
velocity equation, Ufl,- the surface velocity for equilibrium flow, U the crossection-averaged flow 
velocity, C the Chezy coefficient, a 1 ,a 2 and o: 3 the empirical coefficients, g the acceleration of 
gravity, and K, the constant of Von Karman. 

In the case of consideration the sediment mixing coefficient, c~, is approximately equal to the 
ftuid mixing coefficient, c1 , that is used usually from paraboli~-constant distribution 

{ 

"f.mnx- 'I""'" (1- 2zjh)
2

, 
C:j = 

C:j,rnax, 

z 
for h < 0.5 

z 
for h ?. 0.5 

(2.10) 

with 

I<U 

€J,nwx_e = 0.25x:;u*,eh, u*,P. = -l + ln(h/zo) 1 0:'4 = 0.05, o:s = 0.015 

where CJ.rmtx.P. is the maximum fluid mixing coefficient for equilibrium conditions, u ... ~- the eqUI

librium bed-shear velocity, and cq and a 5 the empirical coefficients 

3. INITIAL AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

In general the following conditions are required 

z,,(x, t) 1,~ 0 = !1 (x), Q = h(t), 

u(x,z,t)fx~n =h(z,t), c(x,z,t)["~" = f 4 (z,t), 
ac 

w c + e -- = 0 at z = z1, + h .. . az 
ac 

-e-=E. .. az <1.~ 
a.t z = Zf> + a (3.1) 

in which h (1. = 1, 2, 3, 4) are known functions, E,u is the equilibrium upwards diffusive sediment 
flux established by van Rijn as follows [6] 

(3.2) 

where 
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0 0 
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4. NUMERICAL i'IWc:EJJURE AND RESULTS 

The mathematical model was applied to simulate numerically the morphological processes 
for an experiment flume. The numerical solution was obtained by using Runge Kutta Method 
for equ?tions determining uh, cf,n~<~x, then difference method with Crank Nilcolson and Spline

1
s 

interPolation for diffusion equation [1], and Lax scheme for bed deformation. 
At the inflow boundary the equilibrium sediment concentration profiles and the logarithmic 

distribution velocity were used as the boundary conditions \1, 4, 6]: 

l(
ah 2 \z 

~- f·h--a) 
Cae - a Z Z 

( -) exp(-4Z(- -0.5)), 
h- a h 

z 
for h < 0.5 

z 
for - > 0.5 h-

( 4.1) 

in which Z = w~/(fJku,._) =suspension parameter, the equilibrium concentration at the reference 
level, c,."' is determined according to experiment formula proposed by Van Rijn 

(4.2) 

where u,.,cr is the critical bed shear velocity according to Shields, and corresponding velocity profile 

Input data 

water depth at inlet x = 0 
mean current velocity at inlet x = 0 

Uc = 
g0.5 = 
~Ln(z/zo)u 
~c 

ratio of sediment and fluid mixing coefficient 
particle diameters of bed material 

h0 = 0.39m 
U0 = O.Slm/s 

(3 = 1 

dsn = 160J.Lm 
d9o = 200J.Lm 
w,, = 0.01.3m/ s 
k,, = 0.025m 

particle fall velocity of suspended sediment 
effective bed roughness 
sediment density 
fluid density 
angle of repose of bed material 
porosity of bed material 
constant of Von Karman 
reference level 

P.• = 2650kg / m 3 

p = 1000kg/m3 

¢ = 3.5" 

p = 0.4 
~ = 0.4 
a = 0.0125m 

(4.3) 

Some results of computation were illustrateJ in the figures 1- 7. Fig.1 and Fig. 2 present 
the field of velocity after 5 and 10 hours, Fig. 3 - Fig.: 6 present the concentration distributions· 
at x = 6m corresponding to different t.ime. It. is seen-" that suspended sediment concentra.tion is 
approximately equal to zero upwards the sarface. Finf1-liY1 the prediction of bed deformation due 
to deposition in turn after 5, 9 and 15 hours iB comparis,ion with the initial form was presented in 
Fig. 7. 

4. CONCLUSION 

The computional results showed that. the ma.thematical model is posible to apply to the 
practice. However, because of the stability and the accuracy of solution, the time and space 
steps chosen is quite smalL Therefore the computing process is rather slow. It takes 2.5 minutes 
per a computionalstep for AT286, 1 minute for AT386 DX and 15 seconds for AT486 DX to predict 
the deformation of bed after 3 minutes. 
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Fig. 1. Velocity field affter 5 hours 
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p,;g. S. Suspended concentration distribution 

at X = 6m a!fter 1 hour 
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Fig. 5. Suspended concentration distribution 

at X = 6m affter 10 hour 
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Fig. 2. Velocity field after 10 hours 
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Fig. 4- Suspended concentration distribution 

at X = 6m affter 5 hour 
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Fig. 7. Bed levels affter 0, 5, 9 and 15 hours 
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MO PHONG so QUA TRlNH BIEN DANG 
DOl VCJI MQT KENH CIAO THONG 

Phrrang ph<ip sai pldn hU·u h;;tn da dm!c' ·siT dt,mg. de' m& phdng sO qui trlnh clja hlnh c15i 
v&i rn9t k€nh gia.o thOng. CJc plurang trl.nh toin h9c mO ti qua trlnh nZly d~ra tren c5.c mO hlnh 
SUTRENCH va PROFILE do L. C. van Hijn de nghj. NhU·ng kh6 kldin clo xtt l)' cheu ki~n bien 
dt~ng di dtrqc kh&c ph1_1c nh& stl: d\}ng phtrang phip nQi suy Spline v&i dQ cllfnh x<ic C<lO. Cf1c k~t 
qu~. nh~n du·~..,.c chlrng t6 r~ng str mO phOng rilt phU hqp vi c6 th~ 3.p d1J.ng t1~ gilti quyet cic ba.i 
toin trong thl!c te'. 
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